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Yea me was bored and I kinda dreamed it!XD
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1 - Freaky Run In

One day in Konoha it was quite...kinda.

"LADY TSUNADE!!!LADY TSUNADE WHERE ARE YOU!!!!"Ton ton was trying to keep up Shizune and
all her screaming."Oink!Oink!!!"At last they finaly took a break, and Ton ton finaly cathed up to Shizune
and layed down."Oh this is hopeless.With Konoha this big I can never find her."She let out a big sigh
and put her head down."Hey.You lookin' for somebody?"Shizune heard this voice and looked up while
talking."yes I a-" she was vut off to see what the little kid was riding on.
"L-LITTLE GIRL GET OFF THAT GIANT, T-THING!!!!!IT COULD HURT YOU!!!!!"All of a sudden Naruto
ran up to Shizune."I haven't found Granny Tsunade yet Shizune.Shizune?What the matter
Shizune?"Naruto followed her eyes to what she was staring at."WHAT IN THE WORLD!!!!Little girl you
should really get off the big wolf!!!!!"Naruto ran up to the little girl who was wearing a fox masked and
tugged on her hand.She quickly took it back."Don't touch me loser.Sasuke would never hurt me!Isn't that
right Sasuke."The little girl patted his head."Woof!"Naruto was now confused."Sasuke?Come to think of
it, this wolf does have a resemblance to Sasuke."
Naruto was so busy seeing the wolf named Sasuke that he didn't notice the one on the girl's
shoulder."Arf!!"With that one sent Naruto jumping 10 feet in the air."What was that!!!"Naruto looked
around."Oh that was Howl."The young girl pointed at Howl."Arf!"Naruto looked up."Oh another wolf.How
many more do you got!?"The girl looked at Naruto."I have one more.Itachi.He's in the room.He doesn't
really like the outdoors.He bigger than Sasuke though."The wolf so called 'Sasuke' was bigger than
Tsunade and half of Shizune put together.
"So how big is the other one?"Naruto asked, scared to get the answer."Probebly bigger than 4 clones of
you put together."She pointed at Naruto.That was bigger than Tsunade and half of Shizune!
"Anyway I thought I heard that you needed help to find someone, is that right?"Shizune looked up at the
gold eyed, fox masked girl."T-that's right."

You'll have to wait for the rest!!X3



2 - Helping Out

Last time: Shizune was looking for Tsunade and ran into this little girl.Naruto ran into her too and will she
help Shizune find Lady Tsunade?

"Well."Shizune looked at the little girl confused."Well what?"The girl sighed."Do u have something of
hers?"Naruto was still in shock of how big the other was."Yes I do."Shizune got Tsunade's hair piece
from her pouch.The girl snatched it out of her hands."Sasuke!Can you pick up the cent?"She put the hair
piece to Sasuke's nose."Bark!!"And with that he started to walk.Shizune thought to her self,"How can he
pick up the cent?There's a hotspring here.Ton ton can't even pick up the cent of Lady Tsunade,"she
looked at Ton ton, who looked up at her,", she must put them through tough training."What broke her out
of her trance of thinking was the screaming of the girl."WOH!!!!"
She was almost at Ichiraku Ramen.Sasuke walked out to find Sakura runing towards
him."Sasuke!Sasuke!"Sasuke wasn't so happy to see her but he was kinda bored, so he shrugged and
turned her way.At last Sakura finaly got to him."Hey Sakura."Sasuke said to the pink haired Kunoichi,"Hi
Sasuke!"Sakura heard a faint scream anf turned around."Sasuke look!"Sasuke than looked behind
Sakura and faintly saw a girl with a fox mask on a blackish gray wolf.
"Sakura move!"Sasuke pushed Sakura over to where the girl wouldn't hit her.
And she wen't passed them with both of them, especially Sasuke, hearing,"Slow down Sasuke!!!"Sasuke
was shocked.Sakura picked herself up off the ground."Did she just say your name?Sasuke?Sasuke
what's wrong!?"Sasuke was in a trance when he heard his name, and now it was ringing in his
head."Sasuke..."
Finally Sasuke stopped."WOOF!!!"Sasuke woofed so loud that Shizune could hear it.LadyTsunade was
in a room right above where they were standing.Tsunade looked out of her window, but froze when she
saw a girl, on a wolf, with a fox mask that she could never forget.

You'll have to wait because I gots a good title for the next chap and me brain dead.=P
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